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vmware workstation pro works by creating fully isolated, secure virtual machines that
encapsulate an operating system and its applications. the vmware virtualization layer maps the
physical hardware resources to the virtual machine's resources, so each virtual machine has its
own cpu, memory, disks, and i/o devices, and is the full equivalent of a standard x86 machine.
vmware workstation pro installs onto the host operating system and provides broad hardware
support by inheriting device support from the host. vmware vcenter server appliance is a multi-
tenant vsphere management platform that provides centralized administration of multiple
vmware vsphere deployments. it provides a set of management interfaces to provision,
configure, and manage vmware vsphere infrastructures, and is used for managing the software
components of your vmware vsphere environment, including esxi hosts, virtual machines, and
vcenter server. after you upgrade your system to vcenter server 7.0 update 3, the vsphere
client is upgraded to use the spring framework version 5, because spring 4 is eol as of
december 31, 2020. however, some plug-ins which use spring 4 apis might fail due to
incompatibility with spring 5. for example, plug-ins for vmware nsx data center of version
6.4.10 or earlier. you see an error such as http status 500 internal server error. vmware
workstation pro runs on most standard x86-based hardware with 64-bit intel and amd
processors and on 64-bit windows or linux host operating systems. please review the cpu
requirements before purchase, as some older cpus are no longer compatible. vmware
recommends 1.2 gb of available disk space for the application. additional hard disk space
required for each virtual machine. please refer to vendors recommended disk space for specific
guest operating systems.
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